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Indian Institute of Technology Mandi 

 

School of Civil and Environmental Engineering (SCENE)     15-12-2023 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Shortlisted Candidates for Ph.D. Joint Degree Program (IIT Mandi –IIT Jammu) 

Admissions for Even Semester Jan., 2024. 

IIT Mandi and IIT Jammu had called applications for the PhD Joint Degree program. The minimum 

qualifications for applying to this programs at IIT Mandi –IIT J were advertised in the both 

institute website. 

The shortlisting criteria for is given before the shortlist.  

Note:  

 The interview will be online mode. 

  Date of Interview: 18th December, 2023. 

The shortlisted candidates should email to scene_admissions@iitmandi.ac.in the below 

mentioned documents in a single .pdf file. The .pdf file name must be candidate ’s name. 

Following documents are required to submit in one pdf. file through google form. 

1. A copy of the Application form. 

2. A copy of this email interview call letter. 

3. All your original certificates and also self-attested photo copies of the certificates 

(from Class X onwards). 

4. Qualifying certificate of the GATE/CSIR/UGC examination. 

5. Those who belong to SC/ST/OBC/OBC-NCL/General-EWS category must produce 
certificate of the same. Certificate related to OBC-NCL/EWS should be issued in the 
current financial year. 

6. Any other relevant documents (eg. experience certificate, etc.) 

7. NOC and Experience certificate (if any) 

8. One passport size photograph & One updated Resume 

 

 

Project Title: Biogeochemical investigations of rivers Beas and Tawi and implications for 
downstream water quality. 
 

Supervisors: Dr. Harshad Vijay  Kulkarni  (IIT Mandi) & Dr. Vinay Chembolu (IIT Jammu) 
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Shortlisting List and criteria are here  
 
Shortlisting criteria: 
A. General eligibility criteria for Ph.D. Admission. 
 
Qualifying Degree: 

1. Master’s or equivalent degree in Engineering/Technology OR 

2. Bachelor’s degree in Engineering/Technology or equivalent*OR 

3. Master’s or equivalent degree in Science/Arts/Commerce/Management (or allied 

subjects) * 

*For qualifying degree listed  under  (2)  &  (3)  candidates  must  also  fulfil  ONE  of  the 
following additional requirements: 

1. Qualified GATE / NET including lectureship (Assistant Professorship) or any other 

equivalent National level examination. 

2. Selected through a National level examination conducted by MoE or its agencies 

/Institutions such as UGC/ IIT/ IISc. / IISER/ IIIT etc. 

3. Minimum of TWO years of professional experience (acquired after obtaining the 

qualifying degree and completed before the starting of the semester in which admission 

is sought) 

*Exemptions   from   mandatory   requirements   of   valid   GATE   or   National   Level 
examination: 

1. B.Tech./B.E./B.S. (or equivalent)degree from CFTI (Centrally Funded Technical 

Institute)/ any of the top 100 institutes according to NIRF ranking (overall category) at 

the time of application/ any Himachal Pradesh Govt. institution or universities with 

CGPA/CPI of at least 7.5 (on a scale of 10) or equivalent. 

2. BS-MS/M.Sc/MA/MBA/equivalent from IITs, IISERs, IISc, IIMs or any of the top 100 

institutes according to NIRF ranking (overall category) at the time of application with a 

CGPA/CPI of at least 7.5 (on a scale of 10) or equivalent. 

 

3. NIRF Ranking (within top 100) should be in overall category granted for the year during 

which admission is sought. 

B. Financial Support: 
Students joining the Ph.D. Regular program may be considered for the HTRA Fellowship 
(subjected to availability of fund) based on the above admission norms, if recommended by the 
selection committee. 
 
List of shortlisted candidates :06 
 

Sr. No. Application No. Full name Father Name 

1.  5123 Mohd Mumtaz Lone Mohd Gulzar Lone 

2.  5140 Dharmendra Sahu Dayaram Sahu 

3.  5187 Rajat Dhiman Subhash Chand Dhiman 

4.  5245 Mohammad Imroz Md Murtaza 

5.  5254 Abhishek Kumar Sanjeev Kumar 

6.  5337 Indu Bala Amba Dutt 
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Important notes: 

 

 Applications with incomplete data are rejected. 

 

 All the shortlisted candidates will receive a separate communication with more details about 

the selection process. If you do not receive then please contact at 

scene_admissions@iitmandi.ac.in  

 

 If you are qualifying as per the Shortlisting criteria and your name is not on the list, kindly 

inform immediately at se_admissions@iitmandi.ac.in with details about your application. 

 

 If you do not meet the Shortlisting criteria mentioned above even though your name is on the 

list of shortlisted candidates, kindly inform immediately at scene_admissions@iitmandi.ac.in 

with details about your application. If so, your candidature will not be considered for further 

processing.  

 

 The admission shall be canceled if any details provide by the candidate is found to be false at 

any stage of admission process or after admissions. 

 

 

 *****End**** 


